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Abstract 
For over a decade, the Pioneer Anomaly (PA) was an object of study and remains unresolved. Basically it is a 
sunward constant acceleration of the spacecraft that appeared unambiguously after the satellites passage beyond 
Saturn. It now appears possible the PA acceleration is the appearance of second, string-like, solution to the Einstein 
Equations first discussed in the context of charged finite mass charged particle potentials as part of the GEM theory.  
The exact solution to the metric equations is similar in form to the Schwartzchild Solution but with a positive sign: 
grr = (1+rG/r)
 -1 where rG is a characteristic radius corresponding to the Schwartzchild radius. Adopting the 
approximation that for weak fields the metric becomes a Newtonian gravity potential: grr # -2I, a string potential 
form is obtained in the limit grr # 1-2I, for r << rG, grr # r/rG (1-r/rG…).   For the choice rG =cTH, this produces an 
effective gravity acceleration a # c/TH = 8 x10-10 m/sec2 in agreement with observations.  The “turn on” for this 
potential apparently occurs with the encounter with Jupiter, which raised the spacecraft to above escape velocity. The 
possible physical meaning of this second metric appearance is found to be a gravitational form of Lenz’s law, where 
objects departing from gravity potentials experience a resistance that keeps them bound at long distances.  
PACS: 91.10.Op, 91.10.P-, and 96.12.Fe. 
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1. Main text  
 During investigations related to the GEM theory [1-3], a second spherically symmetric, 
Schwartzchild-like, solution was discovered to exist to the Einstein Equations for the metric [4].  This 
solution rather than producing a singularity and “black hole” behavior, produced a “saturated” field 
behavior with a ‘string potential’. The result was that with a characteristic radius fields would saturate 
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rather than becoming singular. Another result of the GEM theory is the concept that particles in 
seemingly the same spacetime can experience different spacetime geometries and move accordingly.   
Nomenclature 
c    = speed of light (cm/sec)
G    = gravitation constant 
r = distance (cm)
r = radius (cm)
M = mass (g)
 In particular, particles can access different geometries by changing their effective charge [1]. Such 
results are interesting physically in the light of the discovery of the PA (Pioneer Anomaly) whose 
signature is a gravity-like acceleration whose magnitude is constant [5].  Of special interest is the fact that 
the acceleration has been found to be given by a straightforward expression involving the Hubble Time 
[6]: TH where a # c/ TH. The directness with which this is achieved suggests that the PA is in fact a 
fundamental gravitation/Cosmological phenomenon and that one should indeed look for unexploited 
features of Einstein’s equations for answers. Therefore, in this brief article we will show the derivation 
and properties of this second spherically symmetric solution to the Einstein Equations, we will then apply 
the solution in assuming a “GEM switch” between geometries occurs after their encounter with Jupiter.  
Finally we will attempt to discuss the appearance of this new solution to the Einstein Equations in the PA 
problem and its physical meaning.   
2. Derivation And Properties Of The Second Spherical Metric  
 Schwartzchild first solved the Einstein equations in spherical symmetry.  In such coordinates the 
equation reduces to the form [4]:  
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or, with the definitions  
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We obtain the classic Schwartzchild solution, vacuum solution:  
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However, if we use negative mass density, we obtain a different solution:  
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 The behavior of the two solutions is wildly different. This is best seen by taking the derivatives of 
both solutions.  The derivative – an effective gravity field – for the Schwartzchild case is:  
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Whereas before, r Æ rS produces an infinity in the metric and its derivative, if we have rÆ rG in the 
second solution  
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which produces a saturation-like effect which becomes more pronounced if r << rG
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 The most natural way to look at the effect of this second solution to the Einstein equations is to use 
the identity 
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here we use Eddington’s isotropic coordinate system [7], which has the effect of transforming the 
coordinates so that the speed of light is the same in all directions.  This transformation is written, for the 
conventional Schartzchild solution:  
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The transformation yields for the Schwartzchild solution:  
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and from this can be easily obtained, using the leading order terms, the effective gravity potential to 
describe the Perihelion advance of Mercury:  
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In the case of the second solution the Eddington coordinates are changed, and we can expand in the limit 
of r << rG
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For the choice rG = 16cTH, we obtain the PA potential. 
3. Application To The Pioneer Anomaly 
 Briefly, the PA is a constant, inward, radial force that “switches on” approximately after the Pioneer 
spacecraft reached solar system escape velocity after the gravity assist maneuver from Jupiter (see Figure 
1). 
Figure 1.   The Pioneer anomaly, note that both spacecraft appear to experience the anomalous acceleration after an encounter with 
Jupiter, where both acquired escape velocity by gravity assist.  
 Proceeding semi-heuristically, we can model the PA by using the second solution in the weak field 
limit by using a Heavyside function H(E) where H(E< 0) = 1  and H(E> 0) = gtt .  We write the PA as a 
modification of the original Eddington transformation:   
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 After the encounter with Jupiter , both Voyagers achieved escape velocity from the Solar System and 
thus went from a negative to positive energy state.  That is,   from E<0 to E>0.  This makes the Heaviside 
function that includes the second solution to “turn on” in this simple model and we have then, to leading 
order, for r >> rG and r >> rS
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 The effective gravity potential is then:  
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For the choice rG = 16cTH we obtain the PA potential: 
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with the PA acceleration of: 
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4. Summary and Discussion 
 The fact that the Einstein equations have a second solution which becomes a “string” potential in the 
limit of large curvature parameter and the fact that the PA force follows this force model with a 
characteristic radius that is cosmological, suggests that the PA is truly a General Relativistic phenomenon 
like the Perihelion Advance of Mercury. The fact that the PA acceleration appears to “turn on” coincident 
with the achievement of escape velocity by the spacecraft, and thus its going from a negative to positive 
energy state, suggests, however, that physics beyond classical GR is also at work. This ‘turn-on’ effect is 
necessary, not only to explain the observations of the Pioneer trajectories, but also to explain why the 
orbits of planets appear unaffected by the PA. The GEM theory proposed that charged particles “see” a 
different spacetime geometry depending on their charge-to-mass ratio, and thus it was possible for a 
charged spaceship to access slightly different space-times depending on its charge state.  In the case of the 
Pioneer spacecraft, the spacecraft appear to suddenly access a new spacetime geometry after a gravity 
assist at Jupiter. The change of charge state in gravity terms is the change of energy from negative to 
positive in terms of the solar gravity well.  
 Thus, an explanation for the PA appears possible, drawing upon both the classical Einstein Equations 
and the GEM concepts of “multiple spacetimes” and spacetime manifold “hopping.” Under this 
interpretation, the Pioneer spacecraft, after achieving solar system escape velocity have accessed a new 
quantum level spacetime not accessible to those objects in orbit around the sun.  
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